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Introduction 
A new release of TRICORN:Production – version 8.1 – will shortly be 

available. This is a free upgrade for all sites with a maintenance 

agreement/subscription, and includes some great enhancements 

and new features. 

This document attempts to summarise all of our hard work to give 

you a good idea of what to expect. Firstly, here’s a brief list of some 

of the changes: 

 Supplier RFQ Module 

 New Document Links feature to replace File Attachments 

 Sell From Stock and Counter Sale order types 

 Selling price breaks 

 Fast Delivery Note & Invoice shortcuts 

 Part version history & up-issue 

 Rework handling 

 Dashboard enhancements 

 Personalise the software with your company logo 

 and lots more… 

Read on for more details…. 

If you have any feedback about our software products please get in 

touch. Many of the features added to 8.1 are the result of 

ideas/input from our customers. Our goal is to keep pushing the 

products forward, fixing issues and introducing must-have new features.  

Thanks for using our software  

Jon 

Jon Parker 

Development Manager  

Tricorn Systems Ltd 

Telephone 01252 855290 

http://www.tricorn.tech 
jparker@tricorn.tech 
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Supplier RFQ 
This new module allows you to create an RFQ (Request For Quote) to send to suppliers, and allows you 

to track and accept quotes received. 

 

RFQs can be generated from various points in the system: 

 When creating a quote 

 When creating a works order 

 When looking to buy something using the Purchasing Assistant 

 Via the RFQ form 

 

For example, when raising a 

quote if you’re unsure of the 

cost of a material and/or a 

suitable supplier you can 

generate an RFQ from the 

material edit dialog. Click the 

[RFQ] button and select 

Create New RFQ. 
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A new RFQ is generated with the required item on it. In this case there are no suppliers yet. If the 

material had a default supplier they would be automatically added to the RFQ. 

Click the [+] button in the Suppliers section to find suppliers to add to the RFQ. The supplier list shows 

their rating which you can use to help decide. Here we have selected 2 suppliers to send the RFQ to: 

 

We use a business card to represent each supplier including the contact name, address, phone no, email 

address and company logo. 

Further materials and other items can be added to the RFQ as required, and the RFQ can then be 

printed/emailed. 

Note that the material line on the quote now shows an amber (waiting) RFQ symbol next to the total 

cost. When you see this symbol on a quote or WO you can click it to navigate to the appropriate RFQ. 

 

When each response is received the details can be entered against the material line. You can use this to 

compare the offers and decide which supplier to use. Here we’ve opted to go with Trotters (colouring 

the cell green) as although they’re more expensive they can get us the material within 1 day: 

 

Accepting the RFQ updates the quote with the selected cost and supplier. The software can also set the 

supplier up as the default for the material in the future, as well as recording quotes from other suppliers 

for future reference. 
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Once the RFQ is accepted, the material line on the quote now shows a green (accepted) RFQ symbol: 

 

 

Purchasing 

Line Numbers 
We’ve added line numbers to PO lines in this release. These are added to the line automatically when 

items are added to the PO: 

 

If you’re not happy with the line sequence you can right-click on the Line cell in the grid and choose an 

option from the popup menu: 
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Alternatively you can drag & drop items in the grid. Here we’re dragging the Part on Line 2 down to Line 

5: 

 

The grid refreshes with the item in its new position: 
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Other changes: 
When an Unfinished PO is printed/emailed you’ll now get a prompt to remind you to Issue the PO: 

 

This behaviour can be switched off in Setup if required. 

Similarly, when items are booked in the software will now check if all items have been delivered, and if 

so you’ll now get a prompt to mark it as Complete: 

  

This feature can be switched off in Setup if required. You can also set it to automatically complete POs 

when all items are delivered without prompting.  
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New Works Order Types 

Sell From Stock 
TRICORN:Production was traditionally developed as a make-to-order system but many of our users now 

make in bulk and sell from stock later. The usual method for this is to raise a Works Order for a part, and 

also include the item as a used part, taking it from stock and despatching it. This is straightforward but 

we’ve added a shortcut in 8.1 to make this easier. 

When raising your order, select [Sell Stock] option at the top of the dialog. Note that the current stock 

qty is shown too: 

 

Select the customer, Part No and qty to sell etc and click [OK]. 
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This will create a new order with a single Parts line ready to source from stock.  Note that the usual 

Works Order tab is now labelled Stock Sale and most of the usual tabs (e.g. Materials) are hidden as they 

are unnecessary. 

The selling price is retrieved automatically from the part record (see Part Selling Price Breaks). 

 

This shortcut replicates the traditional method of selling from stock, making it quicker and easier. 
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Counter Sales 
We developed this feature for a customer with a sales counter but it has evolved into a more generic 

part sales feature.  The requirement was to allow selection of items to sell; sourcing and invoicing 

quickly while the customer waited. This is achieved as follows: 

 

When raising the order, select the [Counter Sale] option at the top of the dialog: 

Select the customer and click [OK]. The WO form shows the [Parts] tab ready to add items to the order. 

When adding a part to sell, note that you can now enter the item selling price. It will default to the price 

set on the Part record.  If price breaks have been set up these are applied here too. Counter Sales orders 

get their own number sequence (default prefix CS) to help distinguish them from other orders. 
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Add multiple parts as required. Note that the total sales 

value is shown at the bottom right of the [Parts] tab.  

The T:P Job Card document can be modified to print just 

Part info for this order type - to be used as a picking list. 

When all items have been added, the order can be 

delivered (if required) and invoiced.  See the Fast Invoice feature. The invoice document will need 

modifications in order to list all items on the Counter Sale. 

TIP  

You can use the Counter Sales feature for more generic part sales and can change the name of the 
feature to suit. For example, change the name of the feature to Part Sale to use it to sell multiple parts 
on a single order. 
 
Traceability requirements should be 
considered when using this feature.  

 

 

Fast Despatch and Invoice options 

Fast Despatch from WO 
We added this feature when developing Counter Sales but it’s a shortcut available for all Works Order 

types.  Alongside the usual Delivery Required checkbox is a new [+] button. 

 

Clicking this will automatically generate a Delivery Note/CofC for the batch ready for printing, saving a 

lot of time. 
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This is great for single batches, but in many cases you may be 

delivering a customer order with multiple lines on different WOs. 

In this case you can use the new Deliver Customer Order Now 

button on the WO Actions menu. 

Clicking this selects all batches flagged for delivery for all WOs 

with the same Customer Order No and adds them to a new 

delivery note, saving lots of time.  You can also opt to just deliver 

flagged delivery batches on the current WO. 

 

Fast Invoice from WO 
This works the same as the Fast Despatch feature described above. Single batches, all batches for the 

current WO or all flagged batches for the Customer Order can be automatically added to a new Invoice. 

Other WO changes 
Tricorn recommends that Parts are created for all WOs raised which gives you many benefits including 

retaining stock for future sales; linking the parts to Templates (for fast WO creation) and defaulting 

selling prices etc. 

Where you have works orders without a part no you can now create one via the Create Part Record 

option on the [Actions] menu. This shows the New Part dialog with entries defaulted from the current 

WO: 

 

If a part already exists the software will link the WO to the existing record. 
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Also on the W/O we made new data available to the Job Card for printing summary information after 

the job completes e.g. the start & finish dates of operations and the operators who worked on the ops: 

 
 

Priority 
We’ve added a new field to the WO to indicate 

job priority, which is presented as a drop down 

list as shown here. 

Job Priority can be seen and set on the WO search 

– right click on the priority cell to set it. The 

priority can also be printed on the Job Card. 

A new version of SFDC-e is also available which 

can run detached from the Scheduler/Planning 

Board i.e. you don’t need one of these products 

to use it. In this case jobs are sequenced in 

Priority order. 

TIP  

If a FAST TRACK order is created and set as Issued it will immediately appear in SFDC before being 
scheduled.  This is useful to get last-minute urgent jobs worked on without having to wait for them to go 
through planning. 

 
A priority column has also been added to the Order Book Overview widget in the dashboard, allowing 

jobs to be sorted in priority order: 
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WO Search 

 

 

As well as the Priority, the schedule date can be set from 

within the WO search, so you can see the open jobs, sort 

them by schedule date and re-arrange them. There are 

options to manually enter a date or quickly Set to Today to 

make a priority job. Delivery dates can also be changed in 

the same way. 

We think this will be really useful for our users with 

demanding customers who make regular changes to their 

required dates – these changes can now be made and 

reviewed in one screen. 
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Inspection Types and Rights 
The system now allows you to define Inspection Types to be used on particular W/O Ops, allowing you 

to provide additional info on the job card etc. 

 

In addition, employees can be granted/denied rights to perform these inspections. This is handled in 

SFDC-e with the following benefits: 

 Inform the operator of the Inspection Type required 

 Allow/deny op completion based on rights 

 Record qty inspected/accepted 

 Allow jobs to be paused (inc deny clock on of later ops) until ops have been inspected 
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Rework Handling 
Our customers have many different methods for handling Rework in TRICORN:Production and with 

version 8.1 we’ve created some simple, streamlined processes to help. 

Simple Mid-Job Rework 
Where a reworkable non-conformance is found during production, it is sometimes possible to correct 

the issue with some rework and continue the production run. For example, in this job we’ve completed 

the first STORES op and 8 of the 2nd op but found a problem so work has stopped: 

 

The inspector/engineer assess the problem and decide that some BENCH work prior to the SUB CON op 

can resolve it. They right-click on the SUB CON op and choose Insert Rework Op from the popup menu. 

This inserts an op 25 as follows: 

 

As there are only 8 with a problem they set the Qty to 8. Note that the Rework checkbox is ticked. When 

the op is saved they can see the inserted op in the routing (multiple rework ops can be inserted if 

required): 
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Op 25 is flagged RW for rework and the 8 affected parts will be corrected before the SUB CON op. The 

problem on MILLG will be corrected before the remaining 12 are completed. 

Of course the additional rework has an effect on the actual cost of the job. This is shown in the Cost 

Summary: 

Here we see that an additional £17.25 

has been added against Rework. The 

number is faded to indicate that the 

amount isn’t included in the total below. 

The amount isn’t included in the 

planned op cost either because Rework 

isn’t planned. 

 

 

Once the rework op is complete, the 

rework labour cost appears in the actual 

Op Cost column, so it will have an effect 

on the profit of the job. In this case the 

rework took slightly longer than 

estimated. 

 

 

Further details can be gained from 

the Cost Summary Grid at the end 

of the job: 
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Rework Order 
If a job requires more major rework, or you prefer to keep Rework on separate orders this can be 

achieved as follows. In this example we’ve completed the first 3 ops but found a problem when 

inspecting before the SUB CON op: 

 

We will create a rework WO to correct the problem. Choosing Create Rework WO from the Actions 

menu prompts for the Qty (20) and then generates the order. We can add ops and other items 

(additional materials, subcontract etc) as required: 

 

Note that the Order Number takes the original WO number (J50246) and adds a RW suffix. 

TRICORN:Production knows this is a rework order and changes the caption of the main Works Order tab 

to Rework Order, as well as showing Rework and RW indicators elsewhere on the form. 
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The Delivery Batches tab shows that the output of this order is reserved to fulfil the rework requirement 

of the original order (J50246): 

 

As work is completed on the rework order the costs are accumulated as Rework. These costs are broken 

down on the Cost Summary tab on the rework order (J50246RW), and also summarised on the original 

J50246 order: 

 

The above shows that £292 of extra Rework cost was added to this order, which came from additional 

labour and a subcontract process on the J50246RW. 

Once the Rework is complete, the job can be despatched from the original WO and include any 

traceability as required. 
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Rebuild Order 
If a job fails at final inspection and cannot be corrected with Rework you can opt to Rebuild the order. 

Where there are multiple delivery batches they are shown on the Create Rework / Rebuild WO dialog 

where they can be selected: 

 

 

Clicking [OK] creates the new Rebuild WO - a copy of the original using the same WO number with an RB 

suffix. 
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The WO form indicates that it is a rebuild and shows the original WO being rebuilt: 

 

 

The Delivery Batches tab shows the 

original batches duplicated and their 

Status shows the batches they are 

rebuilding. You can zoom to/from 

the original batch too. 

 

Looking at the original WO will show 

that the original batches have been 

scrapped, and are being rebuilt. 

 

 

When the rebuild is complete the goods are delivered from the rebuild order. This way it only includes 

the Rebuild trace info. The costs of the Rebuild are still accumulated to the original job so you can see 

the effect on profit. 
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Replace from stock 
If you have stock of the item you need to replace you can use that instead of rework/rebuilding. The 

popup menu indicates if there is stock available: 

 

Choosing this option will create a Replace From Stock WO. This includes the part on the [Parts] tab so it 

can be sourced from stock and delivered. There is an option to supply the replacement free of charge. 

 

 

 

Production Plus feature:  

 
If you have TRICORN:Production Plus you’ll be 
familiar with the Job Explorer which shows the 
breakdown of assembly WOs, component parts and 
batches reserved from other orders. 
 
When Rework, Rebuild or Replacement WOs are 
generated these are added to the Job Explorer as 
shown, aiding visibility and navigation.  
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Work Centres 
We made a few changes to Work Centres as follows: 

 

Work Centres can now be deactivated by clicking the Active button. Deactivated WCs will still exist in 

the database but will not be available to select when setting up quotes and WOs. 

Deactivated WCs can be located later by changing the Include Active Work Centres Only checkbox in the 

Work Centre Search.  Additionally, when searching the software now remembers your search settings 

e.g. search by ID or Name, and applies the sort sequence to the next/previous buttons. 

We also added a new checkbox on the Work 

Centre form to identify whether the WC 

should be factored into the overall Company 

Capacity calculation. See the new Capacity 

Planning feature. 
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Part Version History 

Version History 
This new feature makes browsing & up-issuing Parts a simple task. The Part master form now shows a 

new tab showing version history: 

 

The Versions tab shows that there are 2 versions of this part, and they are listed in the grid below. The 

current version (B) is highlighted to make it clear. 

Up-Issue 
If we need to up-issue this part we can click the [+] button next to the Part Issue field. This shows the 

Copy/Up-Issue dialog and increments the Issue No (to C) as shown. The drawing/description/issue no 

can be tweaked as required. 
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There are 3 checkboxes shown with options as follows: 

Option Description 

Deactivate old version? 

Unchecks the Active flag on the previous release. 
This will remove it from searches e.g. when adding 
a new WO for the part, to help avoid raising orders 
for the wrong revision. 

Replace old revision part when USED on 
Templates? 

Update existing build Templates where this part 
appears on the Parts tab, and replace the previous 
revision with the current one. 

Replace old revision part when MADE on 
Templates? 

Update existing build Templates that build this 
part, to make them build the new revision. 

 

Clicking [OK] will copy the 

existing part to the new version 

and apply the selected options. 

Here we can see the part is now 

on Issue C. Note that the text is 

faded on the A & B versions to 

indicate that they have been 

de-activated. 

Clicking the Zoom arrow on 

each Issue will take you to that 

record to get more info. 
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Rework Stock to Latest Issue 
In the version list here we can see that we currently have 12 of Issue A in stock. In the case that we want 

to up-issue the stock to the current issue we can right-click on the stock and choose the Rework option: 

 

The New Works Order dialog is shown to create a Rework Stock order: 

 

The resulting WO will be to create the Part at the current issue, using the lower-issue part. Ops can be 

added to record any work involved and finally the Part can be added to stock at the current issue. 
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Version Warning 
When raising Works Orders and selecting a part the software will attempt to work out if you’re 

manufacturing to the latest issue. If not, the Part Issue is highlighted and a warning is shown: 
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Usage History 
TRICORN:Production keeps a record of stock usage when items are sourced to works orders via 

purchasing or stock. In 8.1 we’ve added tabs to Parts, Materials, Subcontract and PO Asssistant screens 

to show a summary of usage: 

 

As well as the chart you can see an average usage per month for the most recent and past 3, 6 and 12 

months. You can also flip the slider to see total usage for those periods. 

We hope that this information will prove useful for planning/buying as well as information to tell 

suppliers when negotiating better prices. 
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Part Selling Price Breaks 
As well as a base selling price, you can now enter price breaks against a part. Clicking the button next to 

the Selling Price shows the Qty/Price Breaks dialog: 

 

This allows multiple (up to 8) qty bands to be set up with different prices. 

When raising a new Sell From Stock or Counter Sales order for the part, the software looks up the 

appropriate price and applies it to 

the new order. An option in setup 

also enables the software to lookup 

prices for new Production WOs and 

quotes too. 

 

New buttons on the quote & WO 

forms allow you to select prices 

from the new qty/price breaks 

dialog. 
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Capacity Planning 
If you use the TRICORN:Scheduler or TRICORN:Planning Board products you’re able to plan your 

workload for each work centre and generate reports inc Work-To lists, as well as powering the work 

queue in SFDC-e. 

We’ve developed a new Capacity Planning process for TRICORN:Production 8.1 which, when combined 

with the TRICORN:Dashboard, analyses the planned tasks in line with potential capacity, allowing us to 

visualise the data in new ways as below: 

 

Among other things, we can see an overall company load %age, loads for particular work centres as well 

as jobs going through the workshop in the coming weeks. This gives all key users access to capacity 

information without needing to run the scheduling software itself (assuming they run the 

TRICORN:Dashboard). 

 

We also make use of the analysed capacity data in other 

areas of the system, including on the date pickers on the 

Quote and WO screens where we highlight busier weeks 

as shown here.  
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Dashboard Enhancements 

Standalone mode 
The TRICORN:Dashboard has been a popular add-on since its release last year. Many users are getting a 

lot of benefit from its ability to help analyse data as well as provide alerts/reminders on things that need 

doing. Many of our customers have asked if they can display the dashboard on large screens at their 

premises, e.g. in the office and/or shop-floor areas.  This is of course possible but as the dashboard runs 

within TRICORN:Production it uses a licence – but not anymore. We’ve made changes to the licence 

system to allow you to run TRICORN:Dashboard instances without paying for a full TRICORN:Production 

licence – i.e. if you have the dashboard and you’d like to add another one to view on the shop-floor it’ll 

cost just £295. 

When running in standalone mode you now have access to a new feature. If you have multiple 

dashboard pages and want to show them on the 

shop-floor they can now be cycled as follows: 

Select Auto Page Mode from the Actions menu. Click 

the green Play button to cycle through your 

dashboard pages automatically.  Right clicking the 

Play button allows you to set the interval at which the 

pages change and you can also easily select which pages to include: 

 

Other dashboard changes since its initial release include: 

 Chart marks can be shown as hints that popup when you hover the mouse over a bar/slice 

 User editing of colour ranges 

 Date pickers can update date ranges on child widgets 

 New Field chooser for hiding unwanted grid columns 

 Grids can now display Rich Text data 
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Financial Years and Targets 
Many of our dashboard widgets now allow you to view information based on the financial year, and as 

this varies between companies we’ve developed a feature to allow you to set these up.  

A one-off task prompts you to enter 

the month in which your financial 

year starts, and it will then set up 

records for you well into the future. 

These records are then used by 

dashboard content to group figures 

(e.g. Sales values) by financial year. 

Note that the dialog box also 

prompts for a Yearly Sales Target. If 

entered, the software will record 

this information and also set up 

monthly & weekly targets based on 

it. 

You can override/enter the monthly/weekly 

targets manually if required, and if you’re happy 

with them you can copy to other years too. These 

figures can then be used by the dashboard: 
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New Widgets 
We’ve made various new widgets available in the TRICORN library in this release. These include: 

Bookings  

 
The Bookings widget shows the value of Bookings (new orders taken) this month. 
Other options include YTD and Financial YTD. You can also create a 2nd widget to 
show last month’s total for side-by-side comparison. 
 

 

 

Billings  

 
This Data Panel shows the value of invoices raised this month. Other options 
include YTD and Financial YTD. You can also create a 2nd widget to show last 
month’s total for side-by-side comparison. 
 

 

 

Backlog  

 
Another Data Panel widget to show the value of outstanding deliveries this month. 
You can also view the overdue backlog (previous months) and total backlog. 
 
 

 

 

Customer Planned vs Actual Labour  

 
 
A chart to highlight differences in planned vs actual labour time for 
your top customers during a specified period. A way of helping you 
to determine if certain customer jobs are potentially more 
work/less profitable than hoped. 
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Scheduled Ops Yet To Start  

 

For those of you with our Scheduler or Planning Board 
products, this widget monitors the current plan and 
highlights any ops that were expected to start but haven’t.  

 

 

Outstanding Production Hours  

 

A list of outstanding WOs with a total of Estimated, Actual 
and Outstanding production hours. A cell graph indicates 
overall job % progress. 

 

 

OS Order Book by Customer/Month  

 

A stacked chart to show the value of the outstanding order 
book for the coming months, grouped by customer. 
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Supplier Data Widget Collection  

 

 

This collection of widgets shows various details related to a 
single supplier, which can all be refreshed by entering the 
supplier name in the Supplier Name widget. 
 
The available data includes: 

 OS and Overdue PO Value & qty 

 PO Chase list 

 Total PO Value (for date range) 

 PO History by month/year 

 PO Delivery Status details 

 OTD % and Pie Chart 
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Other enhancements 

Quotes 
We added some new fields to the Quote database: Enquiry Date, Issued Date & Accepted Date.

 

 

These fields were added to allow you to record and use this info 

to analyse the average time from enquiry to quote & enquiry-to-

order etc. 

The quote form shows the details for the selected quote, and 

new dashboard widgets will be available to analyse the average 

over time etc. 
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Company logo 
A company logo can now be set in the database which will be shown both on the splash screen & the 

main menu window. As well as personalising the software for your company, this feature will help those 

of you who run multiple businesses identify which system you’re logged in to: 
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Document Links 
The File Attachments system first released in TRICORN:Production 7.6 has been rewritten for 8.1. 

 
The new system is faster, more reliable and adds many new features including: 

 Create categories (virtual folders) to organise files 

 View file type icons 

 Drag & Drop 

 Create links to network Folders as well as files 

 Automatically translate mapped drive paths to full UNC paths 

 View related documents e.g. see documents on the part master, customer, ops etc from a WO 

(see pic above); see documents against the supplier from a PO; etc 

 Copy attachments from Quote to WO and WO to new Quote 

 Select attachments to add to Quote and PO emails 

 Automatically attach documents to outgoing emails e.g. T&Cs etc 
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Other Tricorn Software Available 
These other Tricorn software products are proving popular - give us a call if you’d like to arrange a 

demo. 

SFDC-e 
Publish a live work-to list to terminals on the shop floor and book on & off jobs with a touch-screen: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The work-to list is generated by your job scheduling product, or alternatively is now available to use 

standalone. 

Here is a brief list of new features AVAILABLE NOW: 

 Run without Scheduler or Planning Board (sequence jobs based on manual Schedule date, 

Delivery Date & Priority) 

 WO Job Priorities including Fast Track where jobs jump to the top of the queue 

 Automatic timed breaks (similar to TRICORN:TriTime) 

 Seamless clock-on to Run Time after Setting Time 

 Handle Inspection Types: 

o Inform the operator of the Inspection Type required 

o Allow/deny op completion based on rights 

o Record qty inspected/accepted 

o Allow jobs to be paused (inc deny clock on of later ops) until ops have been inspected 
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Planning Board 
Schedule your upcoming orders to help meet delivery dates and gain a better idea of capacity: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

After helping us beta test this product a few years ago, Andy from DCV Precision gave us the following 

review: 

“We are really getting on well with the planning board and our customers are very pleased that we 

have implemented it to help schedule our deliveries. We’re hitting dates we've never hit before and 

it’s made a massive difference!”  


